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Overview
The “Building a Collections Collaborative at Yale” grant has successfully enhanced access to
and use of museum, gallery, and library primary sources collections across the university. This
report will describe eight re-grant projects, a new web portal, and other activities supported by
the Collections Collaborative that have produced concrete outcomes and initiated an important
new phase of interaction among Yale repositories. Support for the goals of the project was
developed through presentations made to the Provost, to a meeting of the Yale Deans and
Directors, and to the Yale Corporation. The Collections Collaborative has contributed to cultural
change at Yale and will have impact well beyond the duration of the grant project.
A three-year grant in the amount of $409,000 was received from the Mellon Foundation in
October 2004 and an extension was granted to June 30, 2008. The initiative was sponsored by
Barbara A. Shailor, Deputy Provost for the Arts. A Steering Committee set priorities for the
initiative and selected the projects and activities to be funded. The Steering Committee, chaired
by Meg Bellinger and Susan Matheson, included four Yale faculty members, three
deans/administrators, and representatives from the Art Gallery, Center for British Art, University
Library, Peabody Museum of Natural History, and Information Technology Services. Richard
Szary served as Principal Investigator from 2004 to August 2006, when he left Yale and Martha
Smalley succeeded him.

Goals of the Collections Collaborative
The four major goals of the initiative and an indication of activities that addressed each goal are
listed below. More detailed reports on the projects and events follow.
•

Development of technical systems to provide integrated access for users to collection
holdings across repositories
o The “Enhancing Discovery, Search, and Access to Yale’s Digital Collections” re-grant
project developed a proof-of-concept cross-collection search interface to provide
access to digital collections in various Yale repositories.
o The “World War I Experience” and “Digitization of the O.C. Marsh and G.R. Wieland
Papers” projects tested models for digitization process and delivery.
o The “Unlocking Digital Data Collections Across the Sciences” project worked toward
formulating a common workflow and generating a cost model for metadata
production for digital data.

•

Development of research portals and training programs to improve ability of staff and
researchers to discover primary source resources at Yale
o A new “Primary Sources at Yale” research portal was created, coordinated by a task
force composed of representatives from across campus.
o A model research portal based on a topical theme was developed by the “World War
I Experience” project.
o The “Guides to Collections at Yale” explored another model for enabling researchers
to discover resources at Yale, initiating a series of subject-based guides to
collections that provide an overview of particular strengths in a given field across a
range of the University’s primary sources collections and museums.
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o

o

Workshops and forums brought librarians/archivists/curators and faculty together to
share information and develop new methods of integrating primary sources into
courses taught at Yale.
A User Survey project interviewed faculty members and graduate students about
their research methods in order to form a basis for reevaluation of the resource
discovery tools and methods provided by Yale collections.

•

Development of tools and methods for sharing resources across repositories to expedite the
processing and availability of Yale collections
o The “Finding Aid Authoring Tool” project developed a shared and centrally supported
tool for the creation of finding aids and did important work in establishing a set of
best practices for encoding at Yale.
o The “Archival Collections Management and the Archivists’ Toolkit” project worked
toward cooperative Yale implementation of a tool for managing many of the most
common activities undertaken in the archival enterprise.
o The “Coordinating Descriptive Metadata for Print Collections in Libraries and
Museums at Yale University” explored the diverse ways prints are described in
various collections at Yale, identified common or compatible language and practices,
and developed a mechanism for sharing information.

•

Development of a sustainable structure through which Yale repositories can discuss issues
of common concern, share information, and develop collaborative programs and projects
o A consultation facilitated by the Research Libraries Group “Organizational and
Service Relationships on the LAM (Libraries/Archives/Museums)” project brought
together representatives from across Yale’s collections to develop recommendations,
which were forwarded to the Deputy Provost and Provost and now are under active
consideration for funding beginning 1 July 2008.

Events and Activities
Several campus-wide gatherings were sponsored by the Collections Collaborative to investigate
issues and provide an opportunity for sharing information and meeting colleagues.
• Kick-off event, January 2005: Speakers: Kenneth Hamma and Robert Martin.
• Forum on web site portal design and usability with representatives from Getty Institute,
September 2005.
• Symposium, May 17, 2007: “Mainstreaming Collections Reference – librarians and
curators working together to improve access to primary source materials for teaching
and research at Yale.”
o Presentations and a wiki for participant responses can be viewed at
http://collectionscollab.pbwiki.com/.
o This symposium led to initiatives in developing a new collections alert system, a
newly designed research portal for primary sources at Yale, and efforts to
increase interaction between faculty members and archivists/librarians/curators.
• Research Libraries Group “Organizational and Service Relationships on the LAM
(Libraries/Archives/Museums)” project consultation, October 31, 2007
o Sixteen representatives of various Yale University libraries, archives, and
museums met for a day-long meeting to discuss collaborative opportunities
involving collecting entities at these repositories. Facilitated by RLG Programs, a
division of OCLC Programs and Research, the goal of the meeting was to identify
sustainable, collaborative endeavors that uniquely serve the needs of Yale
University and its audiences.
o A report and set of recommendations was prepared and forwarded to the Deputy
Provost’s office.
• Workshop on the Use of Primary Sources in Teaching at Yale, November 9, 2007
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The audience for this workshop included faculty members, graduate students,
and archivist/librarians/curators from Yale collections.
o Presentations were given by representatives from the Yale Center for British Art,
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, and Manuscripts and Archives
regarding efforts underway at those repositories to integrate primary sources into
Yale courses.
o Presentations by Yale faculty members John Faragher, Janice Carlisle, and Seth
Fein led to lively discussion about how Yale collections can best interact with
faculty and graduate students at a time when primary sources are being
integrated into the curriculum in order to engage students in substantive research
and research methodologies.
o In a follow-up meeting, a group of archivists, librarians, and curators met to
discuss methods of facilitating faculty use of primary sources in the Collaborative
Learning Center of the newly renovated Bass Library.
Natural Collections Description forum, January 24, 2008
o This forum featured presentations by Carol Butler (Smithsonian Institution), Neil
Thomson (the Natural History Museum, London), and Roger Hyam (Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh). Although the NCD project is focused on natural
history collections, the concepts behind it were applicable to a wider audience. A
brief descriptive record as defined by the NCD standard can act as the “business
card” for a collection, providing enough information to identify and locate it. The
standard enables the aggregation of collections descriptions from many sources
and facilitates resource discovery.
Forum on the Use of Technology in Teaching with Primary Sources, February 21, 2008
o Held in the Collaborative Learning Center in the Bass Library, this meeting was
an opportunity for librarians, archivists, and curators to discuss methods of
integrating primary sources into courses.
o An important outcome of this forum was a new initiative to incorporate primary
sources into the mandatory research education sessions for Yale undergraduate
history majors. Archivists and curators from various repositories will be working
with the librarians who organize these sessions.
Public forums on the Collections Collaborative
o Two forums were held in May 2008 to publicize the projects and activities of the
Collections Collaborative. The PowerPoint presentation from these public forums
is linked to from the Collections Collaborative web site:
http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative.
o

•

•

•

Two task forces were established following the May 2007 symposium. The New Collections
Task Force worked to develop a mechanism for disseminating and aggregating updates about
new accessions of primary source collections at Yale. Common protocols were agreed upon so
that an RSS feed can be drawn from new collection records added to the online library catalog
and displayed on a web page. While this does not provide information about collections added
to all Yale collections at present, it is an important first step toward providing a system to alert
reference librarians and archivists, faculty members, and others about newly available
resources.
A Primary Sources Task Force was established to create a new portal to primary sources at
Yale: http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative/primarysources. This web site serves an
important role in orienting researchers to the diverse and scattered collections at Yale. It
provides a tutorial about primary sources that will be of use to educators and students, and
draws together the various tools available for identifying primary source material at Yale.
Cooperative maintenance and development of this campus-wide site will be an ongoing impetus
for interaction among Yale’s collections. In order for its full potential to be reached, the portal will
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need to be brought to the attention of faculty, students, and course supporters on a regular
basis. A link to the new site will appear in the next iteration of YaleInfo, the Yale University
portal used by faculty and students. See Appendix A for an overview of the “Primary Sources
at Yale” web site.
As the Collections Collaborative initiative advanced, an increasing focus on “primary sources”
rather than “special collections” fostered participation by a wide range of librarians, archivists,
curators, faculty members, and graduate students. This focus enabled more engagement with
pedagogical issues and highlighted the challenge of providing easy access to primary sources,
whether these materials reside in an archival, library, or museum setting, in original format, in
microform, in published format, or in digital format. Faculty members on the Steering Committee
emphasized the importance of this integrated approach because it allows for focus on the
content of material sought for research purpose, regardless of its format or location.
Another activity sponsored by the Collections Collaborative was Yale’s participation in a multiinstitution study designed to understand scholarly use of museum and library resources for
research and teaching. Participating institutions are Yale University, the University of Rochester,
The Ohio State University, and Cornell University. The funding supported training of Yale staff
by Nancy Foster, the principal investigator and an anthropologist at the University of Rochester,
and the purchase of audio visual equipment which has been used to record 14 one-hour
interviews at Yale. More interviews will be recorded and analyzed in the summer and fall of
2008. The study will help libraries and museums to design digital search interfaces that fit the
needs of academic researchers.

Re-grant Projects
A major portion of the Collections Collaborative grant funds was distributed to eight re-grant
projects. These projects had concrete outcomes and effectively defined the challenges that
must be addressed in the future. There is no doubt that a major positive effect of the project
activities was to bring together representatives from Yale’s collections in working toward a
common goal. The relationships developed in this process will have significant ongoing impact.
PHASE I:
•

Finding Aid Authoring Tool
o The first major success of the finding aid authoring tool project was the
development of the first-ever Yale EAD Encoding Best Practices Guidelines
(http://www.library.yale.edu/facc/bpgs.html). Yale’s EAD efforts are now
coordinated and follow common encoding practices, which allow for shared
stylesheets and delivery systems.
o The final version of the Finding Aid Creation Tool (FACT) offers a unique tool for
editing native-XML finding aids according to Yale’s EAD best practices in an
interface that offers a display that closely resembles the look and feel of a
finished, narrative finding aid, while still providing a fully DACS-compliant
selection of descriptive fields at all levels of the finding aid.
o See Appendix B for more information about this project and its development
potential.

•

The World War I Experience
o The goals of this project were to a) identify, select, and digitize a range of
pamphlets, broadsides, posters, prints, maps, and sound recordings that provide
primary source documentation of the Great War, as a prototype for improving
description of and access to non-standard published materials and b) develop a
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o

o

research portal for facilitating access to World War I materials at Yale as a model
for similar portals on other themes.
The project provided a unique opportunity for librarians, archivists, and curators
from across the campus to meet together and learn more about the resources
and methods of other repositories at Yale. In addition to the increased level of
communication fostered by the project, several concrete accomplishments can
be cited:
 Development of an online database to describe Yale’s valuable war
poster collection: http://resources.library.yale.edu/WWI/Default.aspx.
 Development of protocols for drawing resources from several repositories
together through a common search interface:
http://www.library.yale.edu/libraries/digcoll.html.
 Development of workflow for selection, digitization, and delivery of
pamphlets, posters, maps, and sound recordings.
Work with faculty and graduate students to develop a research portal that will
help students make sense of the vast and varied resources related to WWI at
Yale: http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative/WW1/. See Appendix C for
an overview of the WWI research portal.

•

Digitization of the O.C. Marsh and G. R. Wieland Papers
o The digitization of the correspondence files of the O. C. Marsh and G. R. Wieland
Papers marks the first significant collaboration between the Yale Peabody
Museum and Manuscripts and Archives. Collections Collaborative funds were
used to digitize approximately 35,000 pages of correspondence from the two
collections, which are housed in Manuscripts and Archives. The correspondence
is extraordinarily valuable to the curatorial and research communities. One of the
next steps to be undertaken is to link to the digital images from online collection
and the Peabody Museum’s cataloguing system, Emu. The digital images will
then be fully available to the curators at the Peabody and at other museums, and
to scholars around the world.
o This project was a learning opportunity because of the particular characteristics
of the manuscripts, which vary widely in size, paper quality, and use of color.
The Yale Peabody Museum initially intended to scan all objects in house, but this
turned out to be unfeasible. All involved parties consequently decided to outsource the digitization to professional suppliers.
o The experience of working with an outside vendor to digitize sizeable portions of
several collections provided Manuscripts and Archives with insight into issues
related to collections preparation and quality assurance that will be valuable in
future digitization projects.

•

Unlocking Digital Data Collections Across the Sciences
o The goal of this project was to determine the time, expertise, and costs required
for generating searchable material based upon paper and digital text source
materials. The original grant amount for the project was reduced because the
Social Sciences Library contribution, focusing on similar estimates for generating
databases from statistical data, was discontinued when the co-PI left Yale
University Library.
o The grant supported a digitization project inspired by the innovative leaf
morphology classification work of a faculty member in the Geology and
Geophysics Department and the Peabody Museum. A classic paleobotany
resource, the Flora Fossilis Arctica, was digitized, creating tiff, pdf, and
searchable pdf files. The searchable files were sent to the paleobotany lab for
enhanced keyword searching using the Acrobat Reader software and then
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converted into ASCII text, enhancing the raw data with both automated and
subject specialist generated metadata elements. The project demonstrated the
advantages of the more complex searching capabilities of these indexed
metadata elements using a BRS search engine on a small portion of the material.
The faculty member at Peabody is planning further development of the project.
PHASE 2:
•

The World War I Experience Phase 2: Enhancing Discovery, Search, and Access to
Yale’s Digital Collections
o This project successfully met its goal of developing a pilot cross-collection search
interface to provide access to digital collections from at least two Yale
repositories. The proof-of-concept X-Search interface that was developed
(http://images.library.yale.edu/xcross) includes content from the Yale Center for
British Art, Yale University Art Gallery, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, Visual Resources Collection, Medical Library, Peabody Museum of
Natural History and the Library’s on-line catalog Orbis. Although work remains to
be done to refine this new tool, it is an important step in the direction of full crosscollection searching at Yale and the project will move from proof-of-concept into
production in 2008-09.
o See Appendix D for technical information about this project and its development
potential.
o In addition to developing the search tool, the need for a “handle server” to
manage persistent identifiers for digital objects was identified as a need/service
gap during initial stakeholder discussions. The project team was able to
successfully integrate this additional and much needed development work. The
handle server was designed and implemented and is being successfully used by
various units across the campus.

•

Archival Collections Management and the Archivists’ Toolkit
o This project successfully tested the Archivists’ Toolkit as an automated system
for capturing and preserving information about newly acquired material in primary
sources collection repositories at Yale. In the past, this process has been done in
varying methods across campus, primarily paper-based. Despite delays related
to the AT version 1.1 upgrade and personnel shortages at Manuscripts and
Archives, the project made important first steps toward implementing and
documenting the use of the Archivists’ Toolkit in Yale repositories. This is an
important piece in the process of Yale repositories using common tools to
expedite processing and availability of collections.
o A web site for this project has been created at
http://www.library.yale.edu/mssa/at/index.html. This will provide important
documentation and best practice guidelines as additional repositories, including
the Yale Center for British Art, make plans to implement the program in the
coming months.

•

Guides to Collections at Yale
o The goal of this project was to create illustrated booklets (and associated web
sites) that provide an overview of particular strengths in a given field across a
range of the University’s primary sources collections and museums. The project
participants worked closely with Yale faculty and graduate students to develop
guides to African American Studies and Modernism. In addition to producing a
distributable product that will be of use to current and prospective students and
faculty, the project also provided yet another opportunity for archivists, librarians,
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and curators from across campus to interact with each other and with faculty
members. Additional faculty members have shown interest in the project and it is
hoped that other grant funds will be used to produce a similar booklet related to
theater performance resources at Yale, the next in a growing series.
•

Coordinating Descriptive Metadata for Print Collections in Libraries and Museums at
Yale University
o This project began with librarians and curators building familiarity with the diverse
ways prints are described in collections at Yale. The group then identified
common or compatible language and practices and tested shared cataloging
practices, and a wiki site was implemented to compile documentation.
o A symposium and public forum were held, bringing in outside experts to facilitate
discussion among Yale repositories regarding the application of metadata in print
collections.

A PowerPoint presentation that provides more detailed information about the activities and
projects of the Collections Collaborative is available at
http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative/Forum/Presentations.mht.

Conclusion
The Collections Collaborative initiative has made important strides toward integrating Yale’s
collections from a user perspective across library and museum systems. Archivists, curators,
and librarians have worked together in new ways to evaluate processes, promote efficiencies,
and conceptualize approaches for improved digital access. As the initiative progressed, there
was an increasing understanding that it is not just Yale’s “special” collections that need to
collaborate with each other, but that “special” collections, “regular” collections, and faculty all
need to be in better communication in order to address specific pedagogical and research
needs. This is a significant challenge for all research campuses, but Collections Collaborative
projects and activities have shown that it can be done, and that important energy is generated
when the various players interact with each other.
The activities of the Collections Collaborative initiative have brought important issues to the
attention of the University at a crucial period. Lessons learned and challenges identified in the
re-grant projects will have impact at a time when the University’s Digital Dissemination Task
Force is recommending a course of action for Yale’s digital future, and plans for the University’s
new West Campus with promise of space for shared initiatives are being made. This gives great
hope for the sustainability of collaborative activities that have been initiated during the grant
period. It was only in the second half of the Collections Collaborative initiative that there was a
full recognition of the need to encourage faculty interaction and emphasize pedagogical use of
primary sources. It clearly will be important to sustain collaborative activity not only in the
technological arena but also in providing course support, interaction with faculty, maintaining an
access portal, and coordinating forums and sharing of information.
A number of the re-grant projects broke new ground for Yale.
•
•
•

The O.C. Marsh project, Yale’s initial foray into mass digitization of primary sources
collections material, provided an opportunity to develop best practices and explore the
use of METS for connecting digital images to a collection finding aid.
Development of the prototype cross-collection search tool positions Yale well to
participate in ongoing efforts to expose and gather metadata across its repositories.
The Finding Aid Creation Tool was a successful experiment in developing a user-friendly
interface for entering finding aid data that may have impact on corollary software
development.
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•
•

The Archivists’ Toolkit project enabled Yale to implement software that is widely
accepted in the archival field, to analyze how it functions in a complex multi-repository
setting, and how it interacts with other initiatives.
Participants in the various projects have begun to present their findings in professional
gatherings and publications.

Many of the Collections Collaborative projects are well positioned to continue their work after
the grant ends and support will be needed to extend their benefits more broadly. The Finding
Aid Creation Tool and Archivists’ Toolkit now successfully implemented at several repositories
should be extended to additional museum and library collections. The cross-collection search
interface requires further development in order to make it a more effective tool. The print
metadata group has organized a standing working group and will look to expand shared
practices to media other than prints. The World War I research portal can be added to the
library’s subject guide site and serve as a model for additional topic-based portals. The library
system’s newly organized Special Collections Committee, charged with “addressing issues that
affect [collections], such as security, cataloging, and digitization, and to work through
relationships and mechanisms for drawing more Yale faculty and students into creative
interaction with these collections,” can play an important role in sustaining the progress initiated
by the Collections Collaborative.
The Provost’s Office has made an initial commitment to continue the work that the Collection
Collaborative grant began in the amount of more than $3 million for FY2008-09, in order to
establish university-wide, central capacity. The stage is now set for Yale to implement a
sustainable structure through which all its repositories can discuss issues of common concern,
share information, and develop collaborative programs and projects.
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Appendix A: “Primary Sources at Yale” Web Portal
The new portal at http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative/primarysources/ serves an
important function in consolidating access to and information about collections at Yale. The
screen shot below illustrates the entry page. There are three main sections of the site: “What
are Primary Sources?;” “Overview of Collections;” and “Tools for Discovery.”
The site also includes a research assistance form, which allows users to make inquiries about
Yale collections without having to figure out which repository would be the most appropriate
recipient of the inquiry, and a frequently asked questions page.
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Appendix B: Finding Aid Authoring Tool
The Collections Collaborative project to create a new tool for the creation of EAD-encoded
archival finding aids was prompted by a strong need at Yale for a centrally-supported, common
system that would harmonize existing practices and provide smaller repositories with the same
opportunities as larger repositories on campus for using archival description methods. By 2005,
the landscape of finding aids at Yale was fragmented. Manuscripts and Archives, the Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, and the Divinity Library all maintained different tools for the
creation of EAD-encoded finding aids, all of which needed replacement or revision for various
reasons, including migrating away from a DOS-based system, updating to EAD 2002 schema,
and enabling users to make fuller use of the EAD and DACS descriptive elements. Other
repositories on campus, such as the Music Library, Historical Medical Library, and Arts Library
had no means of creating EAD-encoded finding aids short of outsourcing to a vendor.
Furthermore, each repository that was creating EAD finding aids was using different encoding
practices, preventing the development of common search and delivery systems.
When the Collections Collaborative grant was awarded for the project, the first challenge was to
agree upon common encoding practices. The project group developed a Relax NG schema to
express the first-ever common set of Yale EAD encoding practices. The new Yale EAD
Encoding Best Practice Guidelines (available at http://www.library.yale.edu/facc/bpgs.html) are
expressed as a schema, with embedded TEI documentation, which is transformed to HTML via
XSLT for distribution via the Web. Any schema-valid EAD file can be checked against Yale’s
best practices via an external validation process, ensuring that the given file will work with Yalesupported stylesheets and delivery systems. Although it is specific to Yale, the best practices
schema is based on other existing best practices, and may offer a model for others to adapt for
their local practices.
The successful development of the Yale EAD Encoding Best Practice Guidelines allowed work
to begin on developing a custom tool for writing and editing EAD-encoded finding aids. After
mulling several options, the project group decided to pursue customizing an XML editor to
provide a word processor-like interface for editing native XML. Editing finding aids as a
narrative document has deep traditions at Yale and that ultimately drove us to look for a
document-centric model over a data-centric model. The resulting tool, the Finding Aid Creation
Tool (FACT) is based on XMetaL Author and provides an editing environment that conceals all
XML markup from the user but permits full use of the EAD element set, presents the finding aid
in a familiar narrative format, and enables many complex functions necessary to compile
archival descriptions. Examples of those functions include keystrokes for the insertion of
parallel, subordinate, or higher components in the <dsc>; macros for the automatic numbering
of boxes, folders, and reels; a tool for constructing indices; various document linking and
navigation tools; several built in HTML previews; and a method of applying editorial XSLT for
making programmatic document revisions. In order to both enforce compliance with Yale’s best
practices and to achieve the desired display in XMetaL, finding aids are written in a local
schema. Existing finding aids can be imported via XSLT into this namespace for editing, and
templates have been created for new finding aids. When editing is complete, an XSLT process
removes local markup and produces a finding aid in the EAD schema namespace that is valid
against Yale’s best practices. This ensures that any finding aid produced with the FACT will
function with the XSL style sheets Yale uses for producing HTML and PDF output.
Many in the archival community have used XMetaL for editing finding aids, but the FACT may
be the most highly customized and powerful implementation of that software for the purpose of
creating and editing finding aids. Although it is explicitly tailored to the needs of Yale, the
customization could be adapted for the best practices of other institutions that desire a
document-centric finding aid authoring model. For institutions that use the Archivists’ Toolkit as
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a collections management system but find its data-centric interface an inefficient or awkward
finding aid editing environment, it would be possible to export collection-level metadata as EAD,
import that into the FACT for further editing, and ingest the completed description back in the
Toolkit.
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Appendix C: The World War I Experience
The WWI research portal at http://www.yale.edu/collections_collaborative/WW1/ was developed
as a model subject-based site for enhancing access to Yale’s collections. The audience for this
portal is researchers who need assistance in making sense of the many different types of
resources held in repositories across the Yale campus and elsewhere. Graduate students from
the Yale History Department worked with faculty to develop several topical pages that are
intended to help students understand the various angles that could be taken in pursuing a line of
research and the types of materials that would be relevant. Illustrated below are the entry page
and a sample topical page.
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Appendix D: Enhancing Discovery, Search, and Access to Yale’s Digital Collections
The goal of the Cross-Collection Search re-grant project was to develop a prototype search tool
that would reduce the complexity that faculty, students, and researchers face in discovering and
accessing materials held in collections across the Yale campus. Yale’s collections are highly
valued and sought after by scholars throughout the world. It is of high pedagogical and research
importance to make the metadata representing these collections integrated and networkaccessible from any place and at any time. At the most fundamental level the Cross-Collection
Search project demonstrated that the OAI-PMH protocol, augmented with a search service,
could be used to reveal valuable resources from disconnected primary sources collections in an
integrated inter-disciplinary metadata repository.
The diverse contributions to this prototype metadata repository came from the Yale University
Library (Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Medical Library, and Visual Resources
Collection), the Yale Center for British Art, the Yale University Art Gallery, and the Peabody
Museum of Natural History and were made discoverable and accessible from several end user
environments. The campus now has a prototype to provide scholars with a single point of
access to search across primary sources collections and academic domains simultaneously.
The project team believed that in order to ensure participation in the project from campus
repositories, the technological solution would need to require little resource allocation on the
part of the repositories. Therefore the team developed a solution where participation required
only that each repository provide a means of access into its metadata for harvesting. The
project team then devised the import routines, metadata clean-up, mapping processes, and
search mechanisms. We found this approach to be very successful and found additional eager
participants as the project progressed and word of our efforts spread.
The project successfully implemented all of its stated deliverables for the proof-of-concept:
creation of an OAI-PMH metadata repository, a simple search interface and a name resolution
service at the proof-of-concept level. Since the project was brought in on budget but several
months ahead of schedule the research group also created a name resolution search for
persistent identifiers. This complementary service, which was identified as a need by
participating repositories, reduces broken links to web resources and thereby increases the
probably that a collection’s content remains discoverable and accessible over time.
Perhaps more importantly there were important lessons learned that are critical to the project’s
next steps. These lessons included the following:
1. At the operational level we learned that extracting and exchanging metadata from
proprietary applications like The Museum System (TMS) is possible but difficult. This
problem has been recognized by Mellon and is currently being addressed in the
Mellon/OCLC Museum Data Exchange Study.
2. The metadata standards and practices used to describe digital data or web resources
across academic domains are also a challenge. Without terminology services, controlled
vocabularies, and best practices for implementation, data normalization becomes
arduous, making search algorithms much more difficult to program. Fortunately this
problem is also being addressed in an OCLC Terminology Pilot project that aims to
optimize and improve the quality of search results through the development of
terminology service.
3. Cross-domain search is further complicated by the fact that a common standard to
describe collections is just now being tested by the Open Archives Community. An
extension of the OAI-PMH protocol, OAI-ORE (Object Reuse and Exchange) is an
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emerging standard to create resource maps that can automate the description and
interrogation of networked accessible collections.
4. Finally, we discovered that there is a dearth of information about cross-collection search
usability. We need to learn in much more detail how domain experts want to search
subject based metadata repositories and how facets can be incorporated into search
results to provide leads to different lines of inquiry.
More funding is needed to research these issues and problems. As logical next steps in the
continuation of this research effort, three areas have been identified as possible areas of more
in-depth study. They are as follows:
1. Technology and protocol extensions for metadata exchange and collection description.
2. Tools and process improvement for the automation of workflows for data extraction,
exchange, ingest, and updating.
3. Usability and assessment to customize search algorithms and end user interfaces to
align with domain specific research/search requirements.
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